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Use case studies to consider three 
important questions …

1) What are we actually evaluating?

2) What economic perspective are we using?

3) Where does our information come from? 



What are we actually 
costing?



“What” are we actually evaluating? 
For a diagnosis test- not just the test cost, but how is it being used? (ie. How are 
we defining our “alternative scenario”)

Is it being used as per…

WHO recommendation

NTP policy

Hospital policy

Clinical policy

Or what is really happening in practice?



What about the downstream impact  or 
the wider impact of an intervention?

 Increased detection of MDR = more MDR treatment

 Increased survival for HIV/TB coinfected = more costs related to HIV treatment

More detection of TB without strengthening treatment programs can lead to 
more acquired drug resistance 

What you choose to include in your model, and the assumptions you make 
around how things are done, can have implications on your results and the types 
of conclusions that are drawn from your findings



What is actually happening in our 
base case/standard of care comparator? 

Oxlade et al, PLOS One, 2016 



Example of 
CEAs on Xpert MTB/RIF 



Xpert MTB/RIF
In December 2010, WHO first recommended the use of the Xpert MTB/RIF assay

http://www.who.int/tb/laboratory/xpert_launchupdate/en/



The Incremental Cost-Effectiveness Ratio
(ICER)

•Is switching to Xpert worth the cost?

(Cost of Xpert – Cost of Smear/Culture)

(Effectiveness of Xpert – Effectiveness of Smear/Culture)

How much does it COST to SWITCH from smear to Xpert?

How much MORE EFFECTIVE is Xpert than smear/culture?



CEA #1  Vassall et al, PLOSMed 2011





Interventions compared 



Total cost for program &
Total effectiveness of program

Finding more cases, averting DALYs & costing more  $$



Average cost-effectiveness, no comparison



Incremental cost-effectiveness, comparison!

Incremental cost required to avert one additional DALY compared with ‘Base case’



What we learned?

The introduction of Xpert increases TB case finding in all three settings; from 
72%–85% in the base case to 95%–99%. 

Incremental cost of each DALY averted by introduction of Xpert is below the 
gross domestic product per capita for each country 
 $1,134 for India
 $5,786 South Africa
 $490 for Uganda 

Implementation of Xpert in addition to, or instead of, sputum smear microscopy 
will be cost-effective in low- and middle-income countries. 



CEA #2 N Menzies et al, PLOS Med, 2012 



Dynamic model with HIV (and HIV treatment) 
and MDR 







What we learned?
Findings suggest that Xpert implementation in Southern Africa could substantially 
reduce TB illness and death through improved case-finding and treatment

But that the impact of Xpert on long-term transmission dynamics may be more limited

Xpert offers reasonable value for cost

Indirect cost consequences associated with improved case-finding over- shadow the 
direct costs of diagnosis. 
 1st line TB treatment to additional TB patients
 Providing additional HIV treatment to co-infected individuals who will live longer as a result of 

better TB care
 Providing 2nd line TB treatment to individuals diagnosed with drug-resistant TB. 



Xpert Trial in South Africa, 
Theron et al, Lancet, 2013

“Benefits did not translate into 
lower TB morbidity, 
partly because of high levels 
of empirical evidence based 
treatment in smear negative 
patients”



CEA #3: Vassall et al, LGH, 2017

Real World Costing Analysis

Measured costs and patient event data

during a pragmatic trial  (XTEND Study)



Vassall et al, LGH, 2017



Impact of real world issues:

Decision making practices of HCW (ie. Empiric treatment)

Actual cost of MDR Treatment

HIV treatment

Implementation constraints

Operational issues

Provider patient adherence



What economic perspective 
are we using?



Economic perspective
The perspective of a cost analysis refers to the standpoint at which costs and outcomes 
are realized. 

It may be from:

• the society overall
• third-party payer
• physician
• hospital
• Patient

 Patient perspective is often not taken, despite the recommendation that 
“All costs and benefits of interventions should be considered, no matter on whom they fall”



TB related “catastrophic costs”



Diagnostic pathways…what is this costing 
patients?





Beyond “out of pocket costs”



Foster et al.  Results

Patients incurred the greatest share of TB episode costs (41%) prior to starting treatment, 
with the largest portion of these costs being due to income loss.

Indirect costs accounted for 52% of total episode cost.

Despite free TB diagnosis and care in South Africa, patients incur substantial direct and 
indirect costs particularly prior to starting treatment



Foster et al.  Results



http://www.stoptb.org/wg/dots_expansion/tbandpoverty/assets/documents/To
ol%20to%20estimate%20Patients'%20Costs.pdf



In Summary
Most evaluations have a narrower perspective and focus on the relevant costs for the agency 
commissioning the study

Methodologic review by Drummond et al confirmed that the existing literature on economic evaluation 
generally adopts a restricted perspective, but it also showed that a broader consideration of costs and 
benefits was informative. (Weatherly et al, 2009)

Essential to acknowledge the huge economic impact of TB on patients

Editorial:  Economic evaluation of health interventions, Drummond et al.  BMJ 2008;337:a1204.

“In the past, refusal to adopt a broader perspective has sometimes been justified because of data 
limitations, measurement difficulties, or limits in budgetary responsibilities. However, it is now time to 
overcome these practical difficulties and to think more broadly about the costs and benefits of healthcare 
and public health interventions.”



Where does the information we 
use in models come from?



Going back a few years… CEA of IGRA

One topic… many studies…



Screening Strategies for LTBI in migrants….



A lot of  modelling studies on LTBI 
screening, but what is the conclusion? 

Greenaway et al, 2018Zenner et al, 2017

1) Limited data on cost effectiveness from screening 
programs- Collect more high quality data from 
existing programs in a more standardized way

2) Very limited directly gathered data.  Current 
modelling studies are low or very low quality-
Conduct better quality studies





Systematic review of CE studies
Objective:  

“To conduct a systematic review of methodologic  aspects (study quality, inputs and methodologic 
approach) of CEA  that evaluate IGRA’s for the detection of LTBI, in order to assess  if 
methodologic differences could account for differences in study findings and conclusions.”

Included 16 studies published from 2007 to 2011

Summarized variability in key determinants of CE (ie. epidemiologic inputs and costs)



Variability in Epidemiologic Inputs



Variability in Cost Inputs



Areas of significant variation
◦ Initial prevalence of LTBI/ Active disease 

◦ TB transmission and assumptions related to secondary cases

◦ Conceptualization of disease progression (ie. not considering a distinction between between rapid progression 
and reactivation)

◦ Reactivation/ disease progression rates

◦ Inclusion of adverse events

◦ Rates of adverse events

◦ Test characteristics (ie. sensitivity/ specificity & choice of cut-offs)

◦ Costing of: tests, LTBI treatment, active disease, adverse events

◦ Costing perspective

Involvement of industry was also an important determinant of findings (8/16 studies had industry 
involvement)



Conclusion:  There was a LOT of 
variability in studies.  Some of which was 
expected, but most of which was not to 
be expected.

Study results are driven by what input 
parameters the authors select.



Guidelines for future economic 
modelling for LTBI screening in migrants







Key findings:  



Recommendations



Conclusions and final thoughts

Need for more and better evaluations of real programs in real life settings to produce real data 
that can inform economic evaluations

Inclusion of all relevant costs (including those from the patient perspective when possible)

Careful selection of all other data, and development of well constructed models that try to 
conform to recommendations, and can address very specific research questions

Results should be interpreted within the specific contexts and policy options  that are explicitly 
explored in the model


